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Middlebrow, Religion, and the European Enlightenment: A New Bibliometric Project,
MEDIATE (1665 – 1820)
Alicia C. Montoya
It is over a century now since the publication of Daniel Mornet’s pioneering article on “Les
enseignements des bibliothèques privées (1750-1780)”, in which he sought to identify, on the
basis of French library auction catalogues, the best-sellers of the eighteenth century.1 The
simple question Mornet askedwhat did French men and women read during this
period?was part of a larger historical project addressing issues of historical change. How did
the ideas that (according to Mornet) laid the intellectual groundwork for the French Revolution
gain widespread acceptance, and how could they be linked to specific books and networks of
readers and writers? The questions and methods Mornet helped formulate introduced a
welcome new approachthe history of the bookinto scholarship and had a remarkable
impact on eighteenth-century studies specifically.2 Yet there has to date been no other attempt
to systematically analyze the enormous corpus of extant eighteenth-century library auction
catalogues preserved in France and elsewhere,3 and to identify the mass of books actually read
during the Enlightenmentdespite the existence of powerful new digital tools that would allow
us to exponentially improve on Mornet’s findings. Some of the most suggestive book history
studies in recent decades have focused on the uniquely preserved archives of a single
publishing house, the Société Typographique de Neuchâtel (STN), that was active between
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1769 and 1794;4 these, however, provide a view of the circulation of books in eighteenthcentury Europe that is far from representative. The result is that, today, Enlightenment studies
largely continue to privilege a history of ideas approach that encompasses a relatively narrow
corpus of well-known texts and conceptual frameworks. On the one hand, intellectual
historians focus on a small number of progressive philosophers and public figures felt to relay
the ideals of the Enlightenment movement, or even, more teleologically, to announce the
revolutionary upheaval at century’s end. On the other hand, historians of the book have
similarly restricted their vision, tending to foreground subversive or forbidden texts that also
fit into the paradigm of the Enlightenment as the period that inaugurated radical change,
typically viewed from the perspective of the secularization theory of modernity.
In addition to an overemphasis on the history of ideas, Enlightenment studies also long
suffered from a geographically limited, Paris-centred scopenot unlike Mornet’s own. Yet
recent studies on literary history have argued for the importance of taking into account not only
national but also transnational contexts, with particular attention to the unequal power relations
between various players in the literary field i.e. to also interrogate centre-periphery relations
in studying the spread of new books and ideas.5 Not only have Enlightenment studies as a
whole undergone a global turn, with concepts such as the global or Atlantic eighteenth century
now at the foreground of scholarship. In the field of book history, too, attention is increasingly
being paid to interactions between different geographical regions.6 This has led historians to
question whether the diffusionist narrative of the Enlightenment as a movement spearheaded
by an international group of intellectuals, including most notably the Parisian philosophes, truly
reflects the historical reality of the Enlightenment as perceived from below.7 Were the writings
of this intellectual coterie really as influential, beyond elite circles, as they held themselves?
The impact of progressive intellectual debates beyond Paris, London and Berlin, and beyond
court and elite circles, among “ordinary” readers, can only properly be measured when set off
against the influence of other writings (including pre-1700 texts reflecting a more traditional,
conservative worldview) among those same readers. The radical Enlightenment, as even its
most ardent defenders admit, was the work of a small, avant-garde group: when viewed next
to the moderate movements that most likely dominated the eighteenth-century intellectual field,
it appears not to be representative of the cultural mainstream at all.8
Indeed, a mounting body of evidence suggests that the anti-clerical, even anti-religious
view of Enlightenment proposed by the philosophesand by French republican historiography
after themwas perhaps not the view commonly accepted by readers on the ground. Studies
of books listed in French and Dutch probate inventories, for example, point to the persistence
of a basically religious worldview among most eighteenth-century readers, even those
belonging to social and educational elites.9 Works of Christian apologetics are similarly present
in the majority of eighteenth-century French library auction catalogues,10 while in terms of
sheer numbers alone, the absolute production of religious books in this period actually grew.11
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Thus, Simon Burrows’ study of the French permissions simples registers from 1777 to the
Revolution reveals that works by well-known Enlightenment authors “are massively
outnumbered by religious works, whose print runs are often listed in the 3,000 to 9,000 range”,
leading him to hypothesize that “on the very eve of the French Revolution, [religious
publishing] probably accounted for in excess of half the output of French printed books.”12
Further afield, in his study of the Russian Enlightenment, Gary Marker likewise detects “a
coherent pattern of reading” in sales and circulation patterns whereby demand for devotional
and pedagogical works outstripped demand for the works of the best-known French
Enlighteners.13 These pieces of evidence, taken together, confirm Daniel Mornet’s intuition
over a century agounfortunately never followed up by systematic researchthat it was
authors who were not radical or subversive who produced the most widely disseminated texts
during this period. Studying the Enlightenment from the perspective of reception rather than
production, in other words, might reveal a very different intellectual conversation than most
accounts currently do.
A New Bibliometric Project: MEDIATE
In order to gain a more complete picture of the circulation of books, and hence ideas, during
the Enlightenment, in September 2016 a team of researchers based in the Netherlands launched
an ambitious new digital humanities project, MEDIATE (Middlebrow Enlightenment:
Disseminating Ideas, Authors, and Texts in Europe, 1665 – 1820), that will be financed until
2021 by the European Research Council.14 Taking up the challenge issued by Mornet, this
project aims to study the Enlightenment from a reception viewpoint, studying not only the
circulation of books in eighteenth-century Europe but also their readers, and using sophisticated
digital toolsincluding large-scale document digitization, data retrieval, and the construction
and interlinking of several book history databasesto do so. In its first phase, building on an
existing corpus of 3,750 book sales catalogues printed in the Dutch republic between 1599 and
1801, located in over fifty libraries across Europe,15 the project will create an Open Access
database comprising metadata and, in some cases, fully searchable full-text versions of several
thousand printed catalogues of booksellers’ stock and private libraries sold at auction during
the eighteenth century, in the Netherlands, France, and the British Isles. These catalogues
contain information on books circulating in Europe in Latin, French, Dutch, German, English,
and several other languages, and thereby represent an extraordinarily rich primary source for
research on the history of the book, libraries, as well as the history of ideas. In a second phase,
moving beyond this quantitative focus, the MEDIATE project will address eighteenth-century
readers and the reception of works by producing a series of prosopographic studies of library
owners and their networks in different national contexts, as well as a number of case studies
documenting the reception among specific readers and reading communities of particular kinds
of books. The MEDIATE database will, from the outset, be integrated with a number of other
digitally-supported bibliometric projects, including the Mapping Print, Charting
Enlightenment (MPCE) database (a follow-up to the FBTEE or French Book Trade in
Enlightenment Europe Database, 1769-1794), that privilege other types of book history
12
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sources.16 This will allow us not only to counter the biases inherent in printed auction
catalogues as a source. It will also create a unique aggregation of eighteenth-century book
history datasets that will allow users to map the circulation of books among an unprecedented
cross-section of readers in Europe, and to draw historically plausible conclusions about the
movement of ideas during the Enlightenment.
In formulating its central working hypotheses and conceptual framework, the
MEDIATE project drew on a previous study, on the eighteenth-century reception of women
authors, that analyzed a corpus of 254 eighteenth-century printed private library auction
catalogues sold in the Dutch Republic before 1800.17 Because of the Dutch Republic’s central
role in the eighteenth-century book trade, this corpus was assumed to be significant in tracing
broader book ownership patterns in Europe.18 Surprisingly, it emerged from this preliminary
study that the most often-listed works were not only those of the well-known Enlighteners,
but also a host of lesser-known religious-pedagogical authors. The second most frequently
listed French eighteenth-century author, after Voltaire, was the prolific governess-author
Marie Leprince de Beaumont, whose works were present in fully 50 percent of all the library
catalogues studied (By comparison, Rousseau’s were present in 43 percent, and Diderot’s in
27 percent.).19 In addition to Beaumont’s, another name kept cropping up, that of the one-time
gouverneur of the duc de Chartres (future King Louis-Philippe), Stéphanie-Félicité du Crest,
comtesse de Genlis. Genlis’s educational works were present in 32 percent of the
librarieswith the real figure likely somewhat higher, since the cut-off date of the corpus of
catalogues was 1800, while Genlis continued to publish until the 1820s. These figures are
corroborated by the findings of the MPCE – FBTEE database, that also show the quantitative
importance of works by these two authors, who figure in the top twenty of most listed authors
in the sales records of the Société Typographique de Neuchâtel (excluding the STN’s own
publications, that necessarily trouble the statistics) both in terms of supply and of sales.
Follow-up research focusing on these two figuresthat, it was hypothesized, might be
representative of a larger category of eighteenth-century authorsconfirmed the picture of
remarkable publishing success and international impact. Thus, it emerged that Beaumont’s
works were more widely circulated in eighteenth-century Russia than those of better-known
philosophes such as Rousseau. Her major work of pedagogy, Magasin des enfants (1756), was
published with financial help from the imperial court, and was integrated into the new Russian
state educational system Catherine the Great sought to create, combining Enlightenment
rationalism with utilitarian religion. Beaumont’s works influenced the founder of the first girls’
school in Russia, Maria Fedorovna, were translated by cadets at the State Infantry Cadet
School, laid the basis for the Russian philosopher Andrey Bolotov’s educational innovations,
and enjoyed a rich (manuscript) circulation well into the nineteenth century.20 In addition, they
were translated into over a dozen European languages, including English, Spanish, Portuguese,
German, Danish, Czech, Dutch, andreaching into the Ottoman EmpireGreek, Bulgarian,
Romanian, and Serbian. Further afield still, translations and re-editions appeared in Russia and
colonial Mexico.21 For Genlis, a similar picture holds. Continuously re-edited and translated
16
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into several languages, imitated or reviled by a generation of authors, and cited by the likes of
Mary Wollstonecraft, Jane Austen, Pushkin and Tolstoy, her works were known from France
to Scandinavia, from Russia to colonial New England, and across social classes.22
But besides the names of Beaumont and Genlis, several other now-forgotten authors
figured prominently in the library catalogues, suggesting that these two names might be just
two peaks emerging from a submerged archipelago of eighteenth-century religiouspedagogical best-sellers unknown to us today, and that the kind of works they produced might
in fact have dominated many eighteenth-century readers’ book purchasesif not actual reading
habits. Other authors that appear in some ways similar to these two figures might include
popularizing authors such as Louis-Antoine Caraccioli, the abbés Gabriel Gauchat and NoëlAntoine Pluche in France, Samuel Formey and the German Philantropins in Germany, Johann
Heinrich Pestalozzi in Switzerland, or even (as a perhaps exceptional case, outside the
immediate geographical scope of the MEDIATE project) Benjamin Franklin in colonial New
England. All these authors published texts that sought to transmit the ideas of the Enlightened
elite to a more popular audience, oftenbut not alwayscouched in a traditional religious
language. Such texts ranged from Formey’s Conseils pour former une bibliothèque peu
nombreuse mais choisie (1746) to Pluche’s multi-volume, best-selling Spectacle de la nature
ou entretiens sur les particularités de l’histoire naturelle (1732), that sold more than 20,000
copies in a twenty-year period, and acquainted successive generations of readers with the latest
insights of natural history, presented within a resolutely physico-theological framework.23
Out of these many pieces of evidence, a larger picture is thus emerging of a European
(and possibly broader) publishing phenomenon that scholarship has, hitherto, almost
completely neglected. How can we understand this remarkable international publishing
success? And how can we explain the fact that these popularizing authors are so surprisingly
absent from most Enlightenment historiography (with the notable exception of the growing
body of German scholarship on Popularaufklärung)? The answer may be related to the fact
that these authors sought to intervene in public debate, but also sought an ideal of moderation,
and set themselves up as cultural mediators rather than leaders. They were part of a cultural
mainstream that could, in some respects, be described as culturally progressive but often
politically conservative. Going even further, it might be hypothesized that the new (political)
freedoms the Enlightenment brought about could only be implemented once a more
conservative, bourgeois culture of self-restraint and civic responsibility had been put into
placea new culture that these texts helped to create. In other words, these religiouspedagogical authors offered prime examples of quiet cultural mediationcrucial, yet hitherto
largely overlooked in the historiography of the Enlightenment.
The central hypotheses of the MEDIATE project are, then, firstly, that the two authors
unearthed by the preliminary study are representative of a much larger corpus of widely-read
pedagogical, popularizing and often religiously-coloured writings that can usefully be
described as constituting a “middlebrow” category of literature in eighteenth-century Europe.
Secondly, the project posits that these texts played a key role in shaping Enlightenment ideas
among a larger European reading audience, both by directly transmitting elite ideas to nonelite audiences, and by helping shape a new reading audience and a new set of cultural
attitudes. Underlying these hypotheses are two framing concepts: that of middlebrow and of
the religious Enlightenment.
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Middlebrow Culture and Religious Enlightenment
To better understand how these texts functioned within the eighteenth-century literary field,24
the concept of middlebrow culture, first developed in English and American literary criticism,25
can provide a usefulif not altogether unproblematicheuristic tool.26 For these texts belong
neither to the high Enlightenment studied by the history of ideas, nor to the popular, “low”
reading material studied by historians of the book, including both works of popular devotion
and the chapbook literature of the Bibliothèque bleue. While the most radical philosophical
writings, at one end, were actively consumed only by a small elite of readers, almanacs,
chapbooks, catechisms and prayer-books, at the other end, reached even peasant, non-literate
audiences.27 Both the high Enlightenment and, to a lesser extent, popular reading material, have
been addressed by scholarship. What is missing, however, is a plausible account of how these
two kinds of texts might be related to one another. In diffusing Enlightenment ideas among a
broad reading audience, I hypothesize that a crucial role was played by a middle tier of
publications, composed of religious-pedagogical writings such as those of Beaumont and
Genlis, and targeting a non-learned, largely provincial and sub-elite audience that also included
women and children. These texts combined ideas from the literature of the high Enlightenment
with discursive structures and cultural traditions associated with more popular, often
religiously-coloured reading material, thereby ensuring their accessibility to a broad swath of
readers. Their mediating role was, therefore, a multi-directional one: not only did they bring
Enlightenment ideas to a non-elite audience, they also drew on non-elite, non-metropolitan
cultural models and needs in reformulating the aims of the Enlightenment. This class of
publications, in other words, meets several of the criteria proposed by literary scholars to define
the category of middlebrow as this arose in a later age and geographical context. These defining
traits include commercial success, sometimes coupled with a mercantilist vocabulary; an
overtly moralistic discourse; female authorial overrepresentation; accessibility to a non-elite
reading audience; popularizing vocation and themes perceived as part of a middle-class ethos;
and a supposedly “middling” literary quality, at least in the eyes of influential literary and
cultural gatekeepers.
The most easily quantifiable feature of middlebrow is of course its commercial success.
The publishing history of these texts suggests they should be viewed not within a narrowly
national context, but as a European publishing phenomenon. These authors are significant not
only as individuals, but more importantly, as part of a larger literary system of widely-read
eighteenth-century authors unknown to us today. In order to understand their full cultural
impact, we need to view their texts as part of a complex set of relations between higher- and
lower-prestige texts, geographic regions and languages, and between authors closer and farther
away from centres of cultural authority. As Franco Moretti has argued, literary and intellectual
historiography is commonly based on limited selections of material, or on a small corpus of
well-known or canonized works, yet these represent, at best, no more than 10 percent of the
total. “A field this large”, he writes, “cannot be understood by stitching together separate bits
of knowledge about individual cases, because it isn’t a sum of individual cases: it’s a collective
system, that should be grasped as such, as a whole.”28 As he goes on to demonstrate, a literary
system like this can be understood only by using digital tools allowing scholars to gain an
24
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overview of an enormous range of books: a range that, in the case of the MEDIATE database,
will document literally millions of individual copies of titles circulating across Europe during
the course of the eighteenth century.
One reason for the transnational success of the works of authors like Beaumont and
Genlis surely lies in the prestige of French models in eighteenth-century Europe. These texts
were incorporated into teaching practices throughout Europe, where they functioned both as
basic readers to teach pupils the French language,29 and as manuals transmitting the elements
of religion, science, geography and history.30 In the Dutch Republic, translations and
adaptations of Beaumont’s works were produced by the educators Anna Barbara van MeertenSchilperoort and Elisabeth Bouée de La Fite, who used these texts in schoolroom settings and
went on to produce pedagogical works of their own clearly inspired by their French models.
As late as the 1860s, Tolstoy was still using Genlis’s Nouvelle méthode d’enseignement
(translated into Russian by his mother, the countess Maria) in the school for peasants’ children
that he created on his estate Yasnaya Polyana.31 Significantly, movements of influence appear
to have worked in many directions, both from the (Parisian) “centre” to regional and European
“peripheries”, and from the periphery to the centre.32 Beaumont was based in Normandy,
Lorraine, London and Burgundy, and her work was influenced by English authors, by her
Austrian patron Joseph II, and by the Russian court that financed her first major work. Centreperiphery relations also conditioned the valuation of these works, as for example when one of
the Parisian philosophes, Grimm, dismissed Beaumont’s works by sneering that “since the
philosophical spirit has never reached the Austrian border, I have no doubt that [her novel] Le
roi de Bungo will appear a great work in Vienna”.33 As commercial authors, middlebrow
writers responded keenly to non-metropolitan models and needs, and adopted various means
to grant legitimacy to their non-elite, provincial audiences in their publications. Despite her
own aristocratic origins, Genlis rhetorically positioned herself in a non-Parisian, provincial
setting, thereby underlining her distance to the urban elite.34 In addition, middlebrow authors
targeted specific groups of sub-elite readers such as women, children, and provincial readers.
The values they reflectedincluding female domesticity, the usefulness of education,
sentimental appeal, and economic self-reliancehelped shape the ethos of a specific social
class, the bourgeoisie, that was coming into its own during the eighteenth century.
A second feature explaining the commercial success of middlebrow literary works is
the explicitly moralistic discourse they adopted. In the eighteenth-century context, this
moralism was couched in religious terms, as these texts’ middlebrow status depended on their
positioning themselves within the religious field of eighteenth-century Europe in close
proximity to the works of popular devotion that were the staple fare of most ordinary readers.
Many (but not all) of the authors the MEDIATE project targets appear to belong to the
movement scholars have called “religious Enlightenment”, or an Enlightenment that, while
bearing features of traditional religiosity, also sought to modernize religious experience.35 Thus
in Beaumont’s works, the question-answer format recalled the genre of the catechism, while
the seven pupils in the Magasin des enfants, following traditional allegorical structures,
29
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represented the seven vices to be tamed by the educator. Genlis’s Théâtre à l’usage des jeunes
personnes likewise drew on older Catholic schemas of the vices and virtues: the first play, Agar
dans le désert, illustrated the theological virtue of faith; the second portrayed the theological
virtue of charity, and so forth. Middlebrow authors thus built on older traditions of popular
religious literature that scholarship still needs to properly address.36 But besides these
traditional allegorical structures, these works also fit easily into David Sorkin’s
characterization of religious Enlightenment as a movement with four defining features: a
concern with natural theology; religious toleration or a supra-confessional purview;
transnational impact; and an explicit engagement in the public sphere, in some cases combined
with state sponsorship of religion. These authors explicitly attempted to reconcile a traditional,
faith-based worldview with the new ideas of the philosophes and the Enlightenment’s valuation
of reason. Beaumont’s Magasin des enfants, for example, offered a compendium of the most
up-to-date scientific knowledge, ranging from the natural sciences to literature and geography,
while the contributors to her periodical Nouveau magasin français (1750-1751) included
prominent scientists such as Voltaire’s collaborators Claude-Nicolas Le Cat and Encyclopédie
author Albrecht von Haller. These authors championed the ideals of reason, toleration and
social utility of Enlightened modernity. Yet they also grounded their works in their Christian
faith, sometimes using the same vocabulary as the philosophes, invoking reason and even
philosophie as a source of knowledge. The “light” they were spreading thus encompassed both
the light of revelation and of reasona complex negotiation between the various meanings
given to the central metaphors of the Enlightenment that was germane to the Enlightenment
itself.37
As David Sorkin has further argued, the religious Enlightenment transcended national
and confessional boundaries. Middlebrow authors’ synthesis of reason and faith was realized
in their concept of natural theology, or the idea that a personal observation of nature and
attentiveness to one’s own inner conscience, unfettered by religious dogma, could bring one
closer to Godeven if dogma might well make an appearance at a subsequent stage. Because
of this natural theology, scientifically studying the wonders of the natural world would both
reveal the greatness of God’s creation and become an instrument of salvation. Summing up this
union of faith and reason in the programmatic preface to her Magasin des enfants, Beaumont
urged, “we have two means [to teach children], religion and reason: the two must never be
separated, and I flatter myself that I have combined them in Le magasin des enfants”.38 The
idea of an innate faith, or a natural religion shared by all human beings, regardless of ethnic or
national provenance, also opened up these works to a larger, multi- and inter-confessional
audience than their Christian or even specifically Catholic provenance would suggest. What is
indeed striking in the contemporary reception of these works, across Europe, is that readers
invariably noted their moral or religious value, despite readers’ own very different confessional
backgrounds, that covered the whole spectrum from Catholic to Anglican to Russian Orthodox.
This supra-confessional appeal may help further explain the international publishing success
of such middlebrow works, and appears then to be one of the dimensions of the “Catholic
modernity” or “Catholic Enlightenment” that scholars are beginning to uncover in the historical
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archive, overturning centuries-old clichés linking true modernity only to Protestant Reform and
the ensuing, supposed secularization of the Age of Light.39
Another defining feature of modern-day middlebrow literature that has been explored
by literary scholars is its vexed links to class. As Erica Brown and Mary Grover write about
twentieth-century middlebrow, the cultural authorities engaged in the 1920s in the project of
constructing the modernist esthetic, a new form of “high” literature produced by a selfconscious, self-designated intellectual elite, polemically and significantly opposed it to “‘straphanging’ typists commuting to and from the new suburban wastelands of interwar Britain.”
Brown and Grover go on to demonstrate that the term “middlebrow” has been subjected to a
variety of rhetorical uses that need to be carefully examined, especially as these imply that
middlebrow may in many cases be synonymous with middle-class. “The term ‘middlebrow’
itself”, they note, “is the product of powerful anxieties about cultural authority and processes
of cultural transmission. It is a nexus of prejudice towards the lower middle classes, the
feminine and domestic, and towards narrative modes regarded as outdated.”40 Now in
eighteenth-century France, cultural critics obviously did not use the term “middlebrow”, but
they did insistently reference the middle-class values of these authors. Significantly, this was
also a status these authors sometimes assumed themselves, explicitly espousing commercial
values and choosing middle-class protagonists in their works. Thus, Beaumont foregrounded
middle-class characters such as the father in “La Belle et la bête” (“Beauty and the Beast”), a
merchant who proudly showcases his own class allegiance. In addition, the titles of her books
drew on images of commerce: after the Magasin des enfants, she published a whole series of
other magasins or storerooms of pedagogical knowledge, ranging from her Magasin des
adolescentes, jeunes dames and even pauvres, artisans et domestiques. Voltaire ironically
referred to Beaumont as a “shopkeeper” (magasinière),41 and another influential critic, Joseph
de La Porte, wrote that “[this] title may have been inspired by the genius of the English nation,
singularly devoted to commerce.”42 Beaumont emphasized her own economic autonomy in the
preface to her Magasin des enfants, remarking that “if it was up to me to distribute marks of
honour, I wouldn’t hesitate to erect a statue to the first man who had the courage to raise himself
above that ridiculous prejudice that makes people look down on commerce and agriculture.”43
She further made enemies of the party of the philosophes by criticizing Rousseau for refusing
to accept payment for his work, a stance she considered akin to worldly pride and neither
befitting a good Christian nor a self-conscious bourgeois. Leading Parisian critics in turn spoke
condescendingly of her lack of literary style or, as they significantly put it, her lack of “style
noble”.44 As the literary historiography of the Enlightenment came to be written, authors like
Beaumont were increasingly written out of it because of this crucial class flaw.
Yet these texts’ aim was primarily pedagogical, and their very lack of style was part of
their attractiveness to a non-elite reading audience, as authors sought to render their works
accessible, using them as a platform to popularize knowledge. Thus Beaumont contrasted her
own authorial stance to that of a learned “doctor” (docteur) or intellectual:
Although a doctor might do his best to reduce himself to the level of
his readers, despite himself he would let escape some great, fine or
39
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learned phrase, and it would be Greek to three quarters of those for
whom I write. I have made no effort to put myself at their level, since
it’s my natural state; I write nothing, I think nothing that a person of
good sense, without having studied, could not write or think. I know
only my catechism, but I know it well.45
Like a work that is in some ways similar, but much better remembered, Benjamin Franklin’s
Poor Richard’s Almanac, the corpus of middlebrow writings’ “real significance is not that it
proclaims the virtues of capitalism, but rather that it linked high and popular culture ...
communicating the virtues of the common man to the elite and the benefits of scientific,
literary, and historical knowledge to ordinary folk.”46 This popularizing vocation is closely tied
to a final defining element of both middlebrow literature and religious Enlightenment, their
civic engagement. Genlis’s best-selling collection of moral tales Les Veillées du château ou
cours de morale à l’usage des enfants (1782) illustrated the child’s progression from childhood
to adulthood, from personal virtue to civic or political virtue, and from a state of isolationthe
countryside to which the characters of the frame narrative had originally withdrawnto the
city, as following the last tale, they moved back to Paris, thereby re-entering the political realm.
Despite the explicitly Catholic framework of this text, the virtuous citizenship Genlis described
was largely a secularized, bourgeois one. Just as interesting, perhaps, is the fact that this
collection had originally been conceived as a miroir des princes for Genlis’s own pupil, the
young Louis-Philippe d’Orléans, who later assumed political power as the first roi bourgeois
or middle-class king of the French. Thus, there are lines still to be drawn from eighteenthcentury middlebrow Catholic notions of virtue to ideas and practice of statesmanship in the
nineteenth century.
The actual uses to which Louis-Philippe put his gouverneur’s writings finally raise the
crucial question, that the MEDIATE project equally seeks to explore, of the relation between
middlebrow publications, their European circulation, and concrete reading practices. While
there has been a lot of emphasis in Enlightenment studies on the history of ideas and the
philosophical content of eighteenth-century books, there has been less attention paid to related
reading practicesparticularly, perhaps, as these conditioned how new ideas impacted older,
religious worldviews. The actual uses to which books were putranging from mere possession
(the book as status or social symbol), through fetishistic uses to various reading
practiceshave not yet been fully explored for this period, despite evidence that the same book
could be put to very different uses by different readers and interpretative communities.47 How,
in other words, did reading practices on the ground relate to the ideals of the Enlightenment,
and to what extent were those reading practices shared by specific communities of readers?
One of the few works to frontally address this question in recent years, Philippe Martin’s Une
religion des livres, convincingly argues that the new, intensive ways eighteenth-century
Catholic readers used religious booksincidentally calling into question Engelsing’s extensive
reading revolution thesisfed into practices of individual piety, marked by increasing
interiority, thereby making possible eighteenth-century religious change.48 Although Martin
hardly uses the term “Enlightenment” in his study, the process he describes may well have been
45
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one of the many ways in which reading practices shaped secularizationconceived not so
much as a retreat of religion from public life, but rather, a transformation of religious practices
made possible by specific kinds of interaction with the printed word.
The exact uses and mechanisms through which middlebrow works were incorporated
into existing (religious) reading practices remains thus an important topic for further research.
A suggestive clue, however, is provided by a recurring image in the works of Beaumont and
Genlis: that of the reading scene. Reading, listening and telling are represented as a collective,
social activity, reflecting the authors’ civic aim to form future citizens through education. This
collective, semi-public dimension of reading needs to be critically contrasted to another image
that was increasingly propagated in the eighteenth century, that of the solitary female reader,
in an intimate, domestic setting, as in one of the high Enlightenment’s most iconic images,
Jean-Honoré Fragonard’s Jeune fille lisant (c. 1776). This last image is strongly ideological,
for it suppresses the social aspects of reading, as well as the participation of different groups in
the reading process. At the same time, it reduces women’s reading practices to the private
domain, thereby bypassing the societal, collective aims of an author like Beaumont.49 Any
study of the eighteenth-century social history of books that takes the concept of middlebrow
seriously will therefore have to engage with the competing images and conceptualizations of
the reading act that are implied in the battle for cultural authority between middlebrow and
high Enlightenment authors. Middlebrow, indeed, invites us to consider collective reading
practices, on the analogy of a speech act, as a reading act, or agency through reading. The
reading scene appears then as a modernization and transformation of an older, religious form
of reading, akin to the medieval lectio divina, that is not passive, but seeks to push readers to
concrete action in society, and demonstrates once again the importance of studying not only
books, but readers and their culturally and historically grounded reading practices.
Conclusion
The authors described here as representing a distinct category of eighteenth-century
middlebrow authors were engaged in creating a set of holistic, universal values for a new, ideal
society, in which the opposites were united that others had considered irreconcilable: reason
and faith, high and low culture, male and female practices, private and public, geographic
centres and peripheries. Middlebrow works helped shape values identified with the bourgeois
public sphere, participating in a European-wide movement of cultural democratization that was
one of the defining features of the Enlightenment. Yet middlebrow’s cultural inclusiveness also
generated powerful anxieties about cultural authority among the elite, metropolitan
intellectuals who were concurrently engaged in a campaign to establish themselves as the
legitimate gatekeepers of “the” Enlightenment. Studying the Enlightenment from the viewpoint
of reading audiences, attending to the mediating middle in middlebrow, therefore provides a
new narrative in which the fragmentation of the Enlightenment into a myriad of opposing
movements (radical, moderate and anti-Enlightenment, French versus English, etc.) can be
articulated in a new framework.50 Not only does it provide new, relational concepts with which
to rethink societal change during the eighteenth century. It also suggests the continuity of a
basically religious worldview, forcing us to rethink both the secularization theory of modernity,
and the role of religious traditions in the construction of “a secular age.”51 Enlightenment ideas,
it seems, had to first be absorbed into an existing religious framework in order to be acceptable
to large groups of readers in Europe. Middlebrow pedagogical-religious works provided the
crucial instrument for this movement of ideas, both intellectual and geographical, and the
49
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MEDIATE project intends to create the sophisticated digital tools needed to finally uncover
this long-neglected player in the European Enlightenment.
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